The ability for autonomous agents to learn and conform to human norms is crucial for their safety and effectiveness in social environments. While recent work has led to frameworks for the representation and inference of simple social rules, research into norm learning remains at an exploratory stage. Here, we present a robotic system capable of representing, learning, and inferring ownership relations and norms. Ownership is represented as a graph of probabilistic relations between objects and their owners, along with a database of predicate-based norms that constrain the actions permissible on owned objects. To learn these norms and relations, our system integrates (i) a novel incremental norm learning algorithm capable of both one-shot learning and induction from specific examples, (ii) Bayesian inference of ownership relations in response to apparent rule violations, and (iii) perceptbased prediction of an object's likely owners. Through a series of simulated and real-world experiments, we demonstrate the competence and flexibility of the system in performing object manipulation tasks that require a variety of norms to be followed, laying the groundwork for future research into the acquisition and application of social norms.
Introduction
With the growing prevalence of AI and robotics in our social lives, social competence is becoming a crucial component for intelligent systems that interact with humans. An important element of such competence is the ability to learn and conform to social and moral norms, as well as the corresponding ability to perceive and act in response to the social dimensions of an environment. The concept of ownership encapsulates one such set of norms that are critical for navigating and coexisting in a shared space. Yet, explicating and implementing these norms in a robot is a deceptively challenging problem. For example, an effective collaborative robot should be able to distinguish and track the permissions of an unowned tool versus a tool that has been temporarily shared by a collaborator. Likewise, a trash-collecting robot should know to discard an empty soda can, but not a cherished photograph, or even an unopened soda can, without having these permissions exhaustively enumerated for every possible object.
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We explore these issues in this paper by focusing on the concept of ownership, and how a robotic system can learn to deploy this concept by interacting with its environment. Ownership is a particularly interesting concept as it extends across social, ethical, and legal spheres. Enabling a robot to learn and follow ownership norms thus brings not only the practical benefit of social competence in environments with owned objects, but also deeper insight into the effective navigation of systems of human norms.
To these ends, we developed a system capable of learning and conforming to ownership norms which was deployed on the Baxter robotic platform. The system incorporates algorithms for dynamic and interactive learning of ownership norms, which specify the permissibility of certain actions given the social context of a task. These algorithms are novel adaptions of incremental rule learning so as to be capable of both receiving direct instruction (i.e. one-shot learning) and generalization from specific examples. The system also incorporates Bayesian inference of ownership relations based on rules it has previously learned, as well as percept-based prediction of the owners of newly seen objects. It thus serves as an end-to-end solution capable of recognizing the ownership context of its environment, and then acting in accordance with the norms that this context entails.
We first describe our representation of ownership relations and norms, justifying both the probabilistic representation of owner-object relations and the explicit representation of norms through predicate logic. We then present the algorithms used to learn these norms and relations, as well as their integration into a unified system. We demonstrate the system's effectiveness in both simulated and real world ownership scenarios, and conclude with a discussion of the limitations and promises of our system's approach.
Related work
Frameworks for representing and reasoning with norms have been developed in legal computing (Hoekstra et al. 2007; Palmirani et al. 2011; Lam, Hashmi, and Scofield 2016) , multi-agent systems (Vasconcelos, Kollingbaum, and Norman 2009; Savarimuthu and Cranefield 2011) , and social robotics (Malle, Scheutz, and Austerweil 2017) . Recent work has also explored the problems of norm learning and norm identification, through approaches such as belieftheoretic learning (Sarathy, Scheutz, and Malle 2017) , priority weight learning for conflicting norms (Kasenberg and Scheutz 2018a) , inference from social sanctions in multiagent systems (Savarimuthu et al. 2010; Cranefield et al. 2015) , and rule induction from iterated design specifications (Corapi et al. 2011) .
While normative reasoning has been successfully demonstrated on robotic systems (Galindo and Saffiotti 2012; Sarathy and Scheutz 2016) , norm learning has not been specifically applied to ownership, nor has it been deployed in the dynamic, interactive, and uncertain environments faced by social robots. Such environments require both the rapid induction and modification of norms from minimal human input and the real-time estimation of the underlying social properties and relations (e.g. ownership relations). Rule induction approaches allow norms to be learnt from specific examples (Fürnkranz 1999; Rückert 2008 ), but they have generally been used in 'expert' domains with large amounts of static data (Langley and Simon 1995; Maloof 2003) . More recent iterative approaches to norm induction are better suited to social robotics (Corapi et al. 2011 ), but they do not incorporate estimation of the relevant social relations.
Representing ownership
While our everyday conception of ownership often amounts to questions of ownership attribution, ownership is more than just the existence of relationships between objects and agents. Crucially, ownership relations also imply collections of norms. In legal contexts, for example, ownership over a piece of property is often understood as a collection of rights and duties over that property, which may be split amongst and held by different people in different circumstances (Mc-Carty 2002) . As such, an adequate representation of ownership needs to account for both the relations between an object and its owners, as well as the norms and permissions that follow from these relations.
In view of these considerations, we chose to represent ownership using three components: (i) a set of predicatebased norms that constrain the actions permissible on owned (or unowned) objects, (ii) a database of object-specific permissions that forbid or allow particular actions on particular objects, and (iii) a graph of probabilistic relations between objects and their owners. Each of these components is described below.
Ownership norms
Social norms take many forms -expectations, recommendations, obligations and permissions might all be thought of as norms. As such, many norms can be given as deontic statements, i.e., statements about what actions are or are not permissible (Malle, Scheutz, and Austerweil 2017) . For simplicity and practicality, we focused on rules that forbid specific actions under certain conditions. Actions not explicitly forbidden were assumed to be allowed.
Deontic norms can be stated in first-order predicate logic by representing actions as constant symbols and forbiddenness as a 2-place predicate that applies to actions and their targets. Ownership norms can then be expressed using an ownedBy predicate. For example, a norm forbidding owned objects from being thrown away can be represented in Prolog syntax as the Horn clause:
where O is any object and A is some agent. In the more concise syntax we developed for our system, this norm becomes:
forbid trash if ownedBy any where the target object O is implicit, and predicate arguments are typed, such that any here refers to any agent the system is aware of. Besides the ownedBy predicate, the system's vocabulary includes predicates such as isColored, inArea, and other relations readily perceived by robotic hardware.
The ability to perform probabilistic inference is essential for dynamic and partially observable robotic environments. As such, our system is similar to ProbLog (De Raedt, Kimmig, and Toivonen 2007; De Raedt and Thon 2010) , capable of evaluating Horn clauses when the truth values of the predicates are uncertain. For example, if Alexis is the only agent that the system is tracking, and the system is only 75% sure that the wallet it sees in its workspace is owned by Alexis, then forbid trash if ownedBy any evaluates to 0.75 when applied to the wallet. Correspondingly, when the robot is tasked to throw away all objects within its workspace, it will avoid throwing away the wallet if 0.75 is above a user-specified threshold for rule obedience, but will go ahead otherwise.
Object-specific permissions
Norms are general prescriptions about what actions are permissible or forbidden in a given context. However, unless direct instruction is given, norms cannot be learned without first observing specific examples of actions which are either allowed or forbidden on specific objects. In addition, exceptions to a norm may apply -for example, a robot might be allowed to manipulate all of Blake's possessions, except for Blake's favorite pencil. We shall refer to these examples and exceptions as object-specific permissions, which can be expressed in predicate logic as allow(Φ, O) or forbid(Φ, O), where Φ is a specific action and O is a specific object. Our system maintains these permissions in a database, and checks the database to make sure an action is allowed before performing it. The database is updated whenever a new permission is received from a human instructor, and these permissions are used as input to the rule induction algorithm for norm learning that we describe later.
Ownership relations
In almost every social environment, an autonomous agent cannot be certain of the ownership relations between the objects and agents it is aware of, especially if it is new to that environment. We thus represent these relations as a random bipartite graph, where each edge e between an object node O and an agent node A is labelled with the probability p that O is owned by A. In practice, we chose to store this graph as a list of ownership probabilities attached to each object tracked by the system. No assumptions about the exclusivity of ownership are made, so if there are n potential owners A 1 , ..., A n , the corresponding ownership probabilities p 1 , ..., p n can sum to more than one, allowing for the representation of group and shared ownership -a natural occurrence in many social contexts. For example, if both Alexis and Blake claim ownership over the same object, the system will store the object as jointly owned.
Learning ownership
Suppose that a house-cleaning robot tries to pick up a seemingly unused mug in order to bring it to the sink, but is interrupted in the process by someone who says, "Don't, that's Casey's!" What is the robot being told? Though as humans we process this as a unitary piece of information, there are at least three pieces of information being communicated: (i) the mug belongs to Casey; (ii) the robot should not pick up the mug; (iii) the robot should not pick up the mug because it belongs to Casey. In other words, the speaker is at once stating (i) an ownership claim, (ii) an object-specific permission, and (iii) a norm, or general rule.
Human instructions can take many other forms. An instruction might contain just an object-specific permission ("Don't throw this wallet away."), just a general rule or norm ("Don't touch dirty things."), just an ownership claim ("This is my desk."), or some combination of the two ("Don't touch that wallet, it's dirty."). The norm learning component should be able to generalize from both object-specific permissions and accept direct instruction of norms, while the relation learning component should be able to process ownership claims and use them to make predictions.
Here we describe our approach to norm learning through a novel adaptation of incremental rule learning algorithms, followed by our approach to relation learning through a combination of perceptual heuristics and Bayesian inference. We also describe the integration of these components into a unified whole, such that norm learning is robust to uncertainty and change in the underlying data, and inference of ownership relations adjusts to changes in ownership norms.
Learning ownership norms
Given our representation of social norms in predicate logic, a rule learning approach, also known as rule induction (Clark and Boswell 1991) or inductive logic programming (Muggleton 1991), is best suited for learning such norms. Most rule learning algorithms employ some form of separate-andconquer rule learning (Fürnkranz 1999) , where rules are iteratively generated and refined so as to cover all positive training examples without covering any negative ones.
For our purposes, a positive example is an object-specific permission which forbids an action on a certain object, and a negative example is an object-specific permission that allows it. A example is said to be covered if there is a general rule that, when applied to the exemplar object, results in it being classified as positive (i.e., the rule forbids acting on it). False positives occur when allowed examples are misclassified as forbidden, and vice versa for false negatives. Due to the probabilistic nature of our system, coverage can also be fractional, and we can define a true positive value and a false positive value for each object-specific permission (De Raedt et al. 2015) . For example, if action Φ is forbidden on object O, but the rule R only predicts this with 75% certainty, then the true positive value is 0.75 and the false positive value is 0.25. The goal of a probabilistic rule learner is thus to maximize the total true positive value across the set of examples, while minimizing the total false positive value.
Unfortunately, standard separate-and-conquer algorithms do not translate well to the dynamic and interactive environment of robotics, because they generally presume a large set of static examples to generalize from, rather than an environment where new examples are received on the fly. Robotic ownership learning thus requires an online rule learning system to ensure the rule set does not change drastically with each new example. Furthermore, the system needs to handle what we shall term dual mode instruction, i.e., the ability to perform example-based generalization as well as one-shot learning of directly given rules. To these ends, we developed Algorithms 1 to 4, inspired by prior approaches to incremental (Maloof 2003; Hong, Mozetic, and Michalski 1986) and probabilistic rule learning (De Raedt and Thon 2010; De Raedt et al. 2015) .
Algorithms 1 and 2 are incremental versions of separate-and-conquer rule learning. Both rely upon the ruleSearch subroutine, which takes an initial rule init rule and then refines that rule (i.e. adds predicate conditions) through beam search to find a refinement that minimizes the scoring function score f while ensuring the provided example (new example) is covered. When an object-specific permission is given as input, coverExample is called for positive examples and uncoverExample for negative examples. coverExample (Algorithm 1) tries to find a rule that covers the given example without covering too many negative examples, starting with an empty rule (line 2), then searching for a refinement that minimizes the false positive value (lines 3-5). If the refinement has a sufficiently low score, it is merged into the active rule set (line 7). The process of merging also removes any logically redundant rules. In contrast, uncoverExample (Algorithm 2) takes each existing rule that covers the negative example (line 2), tries to find a refinement which minimizes coverage of positive examples (line 5-7), then subtracts the refinement from the original covering rule (lines 9-12). In this way, the system is able to incrementally discover rules that maximize coverage of positive examples while minimizing coverage of negative ones. Like standard approaches to rule induction, it also avoids the induction of contradictory rules that would lead to logical explosion (Fürnkranz 1999) .
Algorithms 3 and 4 integrate one-shot learning of directly provided rules with rule induction. When the system is provided with a rule, it assumes that the instructor may not give all the specifics. For example, someone might say "Don't touch my stuff!" when really they mean "Don't touch my stuff while I'm using it!" because context fills in the blanks. On the other hand, people do not give specifics when they mean something more general. When someone says "Don't touch my stuff!", they almost never mean "Don't touch people's stuff!" (even if the latter is a norm that should be learned). Both of these assumptions are justified by Grice's well-known maxims of quantity and relevance (Grice 1975) .
For this reason, our system will try to specialize a provided rule to avoid misclassification before adding it to the set of active rules. More specifically, coverRule (Algorithm 3) tries to refine a positive rule (i.e. a norm that forbids an action) to avoid covering negative examples (lines 4-6) before merging it into the set of active rules (line 8). uncoverRule (Algorithm 4) specializes the provided negative rule (i.e. a norm that allows an action) until it covers as few positive examples as possible (lines 2-4), then subtracts it from each existing rule (lines 7-11). Altogether, Algorithms 1 to 4 constitute a real-time and incremental rule learning system capable of receiving direct instruction while taking previous examples and induced rules into account.
Predicting ownership relations
In learning ownership norms through rule induction, the system has to have at least partial knowledge of the ownership relations in its environment. Some of this knowledge is obtained when agents make ownership claims about specific objects, but for the system to gain social competence, it will also have to infer and predict the likely owners of objects within its environment. One straightforward approach is to use perceptual heuristics -what humans appear to do when entering new environments. We assume that objects on a desk likely belong to the person sitting at that desk, or that dirty and disposable cutlery is likely unowned.
Given the dynamic and data-scarce robotics environment that our system has to operate in, we decided that an instance-based classifier would be appropriate for learning these heuristics, capturing the intuition that perceptually similar objects (e.g. similar positions, times of interaction, etc.) are likely to share the same owner(s). Specifically, we opted to use kernel logistic regression (KLR) (Zhu and Hastie 2005) to estimate the ownership probabilities of un- claimed objects from the ownership claims made by human users. KLR was chosen because it directly outputs ownership probabilities, and can also handle uncertainty in the training inputs by treating the input as a target probability distribution (Magder and Hughes 1997) . Since no assumptions about the exclusivity of ownership were made, a separate classifier was used for each tracked agent. The perceptual features used were an object's 3D position, color, and the most recent time each agent interacted with that object.
Inferring ownership relations
In addition to percept-based prediction, ownership relations can also be determined through rule-based inference, i.e., inference about potential ownership relations, given that the rules entailed by ownership are already known. Suppose a robot knows the rule forbid trash if ownedBy any. If it tries to throw away an object of uncertain ownership, and is then stopped and informed by a human that throwing away that object is forbidden, then the robot should be able to infer that the object is owned -that is, as long as no other rules that forbid trashing are in place. This reasoning can be made general using Bayesian inference. Suppose that an object O is owned by an agent A with prior probability P(ownedBy(O, A)), and that the robot is instructed that the action Φ is forbidden on object O, i.e., forbid(Φ, O). The posterior probability of ownership by A can then be computed using Bayes' rule:
To compute the prior and conditional probabilities that Φ is forbidden on O, we rely upon our probabilistic rule evaluation system. For the prior P(forbid(Φ, O)), we can simply evaluate the collection of learned rules on object O as it is. For the conditional P(forbid(Φ, O)|ownedBy(O, A)), we evaluate the rules on O while supposing that the predicate ownedBy(O, A) is true with certainty. Correspondingly, if none of the learned rules have ownership as a predicate, then the inference procedure does not update the ownership probabilities at all.
Integrating induction, prediction, and inference
Our system simultaneously performs both structure learning (through rule induction) and data estimation (through ownership prediction and inference). While having both capabilities is ideal, two specific difficulties arise when learning structure while the data estimates are changing, or making estimates while the structure of the data model is in flux. First, conflicts might arise between rule induction and rule-based inference. If the system has a rule which forbids throwing away owned objects, and it is then forbidden from throwing away an object it believes is likely unowned, should it then infer that the object is owned? Or should it instead induce a rule which covers that object-specific permission? Ideally, it would be possible to specify a prior distribution over rules, then perform joint Bayesian inference over both rules and ownership probabilities. However, in the absence of a principled way to specify such a prior, our approach was to use the prediction accuracy of the learned rule set as a heuristic: If more than 10% of human-instructed permissions conflict with the permissions predicted by the current rule set, then the system attempts to induce new rules to explain the conflicting data. Otherwise, the rule set is not updated, and is used to perform ownership inference in response to new permissions.
Second, percept-based prediction and rule-based inference might lead to bias if improperly integrated. If the rules themselves are induced using ownership data predicted by the perceptual model, then using rule-based inference to train the perceptual model is similar to re-using the predictions of the model as training inputs, leading to overconfidence. To avoid these issues, we opted to use perceptbased predictions as inputs to rule-based inference, but not vice versa. That is, the KLR-predicted ownership probability for an object O and agent A is used as the prior probability P(ownedBy (O, A) ) for the Bayes formula in Equation 1.
(If A has made an explicit ownership claim over O, however, then that data is used as a prior instead of the perceptbased prediction.) The posterior, or inferred, probability is then returned whenever a user queries if O is owned by A. Nonetheless, the list of prior probabilities is still maintained, because they are used as inputs for the rule induction algorithm, which should not use rule-based inferences as inputs. By integrating induction, prediction, and inference in this manner, the three components reinforce rather than conflict with each other, improving the overall prediction of ownership relations and object-specific permissions.
Experiments and results
First, we describe a series of experiments run in simulation highlighting each of the learning components described above. Subsequently, we describe a holistic evaluation of the system's performance when commanded to perform tasks constrained by unknown ownership norms (e.g., throwing away all objects in the workspace except those that are owned). Finally, we describe a video demonstration of the system operating on the Baxter robotic platform in order to demonstrate the system's overall competence.
Simulated experiments
Experiments were conducted in a simulated environment of 20 colored blocks and 3 agents, with 5 blocks unowned and 5 blocks owned by each agent. Results for each experiment were averaged over 100 trials.
Blocks were clustered by both position and last interaction time, depending on which agent they were owned by, thereby approximating real-world scenarios in which objects with the same owner tend to be physically close and more frequently interacted with by their owners. Specifically, the unowned cluster was centered at the origin of the workspace, while the other cluster centers were randomly placed between 0.4 and 0.8m from the origin at a random angle within a distinct angular sector for each cluster. Blocks were then distributed randomly within a 0.3m radius of each cluster center. Interaction times were distributed according to an exponential distribution with rate parameter 0.1 (1 interaction every 10 seconds) for the agents that owned the objects, or with rate parameter 0.001 (1 interaction every 1000 seconds) for non-owners. Color, a distractor variable with four possible values, was assigned uniformly at random to all blocks.
Norm learning
Norm learning was tested by providing object-specific permissions according to the following set of rules:
forbid trash if ownedBy any forbid pickUp if ownedBy agent 2 forbid collect if isColored red Tests were conducted by providing permissions for either 100%, 75%, or 25% of the objects, and either a noiseless ownership condition (ownership relations were known with full certainty) or noisy ownership condition (ownership relations were known with 40% to 80% certainty). The accuracy and F1 measure of the induced rules were computed for each action, then averaged across the actions. The results are summarized in Table 1 , along with the baseline performance when the system does no rule learning and simply assumes all actions are allowed. As can be seen from the results, the norm learning component was able to achieve reasonable levels of performance even under noisy, low-information conditions, with more than 76% of the permissions accurately predicted by the induced rules. When at least 50% of the permissions were provided, manual inspection of the induced rules in the noiseless condition revealed generally similar semantics to the actual rules. Under noisier or lower information conditions, the semantics of the induced rules tended to differ considerably. However, this is to expected, since there are many possible rules which cover a limited set of examples. Should semantically incorrect rules be learned, dual-mode instruction allows for human users to correct the robot by directly providing the actual rule. As such, in more realistic situations where the system receives a combination of object-specific permissions and direct rule instruction, its performance can be expected to be even better.
Ownership prediction and inference
Ownership prediction and inference were tested by sequentially providing both the true ownership relations and objectspecific permissions for half of the objects at random, and then evaluating ownership accuracy for the other half. To investigate the effects of integrating rule induction and rulebased inference with percept-based prediction, three conditions were tested: (i) rule-based inference was disabled (so it did not matter if rules are provided); (ii) rules were learned from the permissions; (iii) rules were directly provided from the start. The same set of rules were used as in the norm learning experiment. The results are presented in Table 2 Metric
Rule Learning / Inference None / Off Learn / On Given / On Accuracy 0.904 0.897 0.896 F1 measure 0.757 0.747 0.744 Table 2 : Performance metrics for prediction and inference
It can be seen from the results that the system achieves reasonably high levels of predictive performance despite the limited amount of training data. Enabling rule-based inference does not lead to an improvement in ownership prediction, because in this training scenario, ownership relations are provided along with permissions. However, in an alternate scenario where permissions but not relations are provided, our testing also shows that the correct relations are inferred from the rules (we omit these results because they follow from the correct implementation of Equation 1). More importantly, Table 2 shows that combining prediction with inference results in no significant reduction of accuracy. This is the case even when rules are induced instead of directly provided. All three conditions result in almost equal levels of performance. These results indicate that the three learning components are well integrated and do not come into conflict with each other.
Task-based evaluation
A holistic evaluation was performed by instructing the system to either collect or throw away all objects in the workspace, except where doing so would violate a set of norms it had to learn. The norms specified were the same as in prior experiments. Every time the system mistakenly tried to act or failed to act, it would be corrected by providing the true permissions. If ownership was relevant to the applicable rules, then the true owners were also provided. This feedback protocol standardizes how human instructors usually provide guidance. If no correction was needed, then the system would assume that the permission it had predicted was accurate, and add it as a example to the permissions database. Note that pickUp is a prerequisite to both collect and trash, so the rules for pickUp also had to be learned. Results for this evaluation are presented in Table 3 . As a measure for how smoothly the task was learned, the average number of mistakes made was recorded. The worst case is a mistake for all 20 objects. If the system were incapable of learning norms and instead assumed all actions were allowed, then the baseline number of mistakes would be 8.75 for the collectAll and 15 for the trashAll.
For both tasks, the system committed significantly fewer mistakes than these baselines. It was also able to learn the rules with high accuracy. In the case of collectAll, ownership information was only provided for agent 2's objects, because forbid pickUp if ownedBy agent 2 was the only ownership-relevant norm applicable. This explains the low ownership accuracy for collectAll, compared to the high accuracy for trashAll. It should be noted that this performance was achieved by the system only after 20 examples, with no prior knowledge of the ownership norms or relations, nor any direct instruction of norms. These results thus attest to system's ability to learn rapidly and flexibly while performing useful tasks.
Video demonstration
To demonstrate the system's capabilities in the real world, we provide a video at https://bit.ly/2z8obET. We demonstrate the system's capabilities on the Baxter robotics platform in three scenarios. Still frames from the first and second scenario are shown in Figure 1 , while frames from the third scenario are shown in Figure 2 .
The first scenario shows the the system's ability to respond to the reprimand,"No Baxter, that's mine!" when it tries to throw away a red object after being asked to clear the workspace. The reprimand is simultaneously interpreted as direct instruction of a norm, an object-specific permission, as well as an ownership claim. The system then uses perceptual heuristics to generalize application of the norm, completing its task while avoiding touching any of the other red objects, which it correctly predicts to belong to the user.
The second scenario follows chronologically after the events of the first scenario, and shows the system's ability to represent owner-specific norms, as well as refuse to perform commands that violate the norms it has learned. When a new user appears and commands the system to throw away an object it believes to be owned by the first user, the system refuses and apologizes. However, when the new user claims exclusive ownership over that object, the norm specific to the first user no longer applies, and the system throws away the object when commanded to do so again.
The third scenario shows the system's ability to induce norms from a series of object-specific permissions. It is initially aware of the ownership status of the blocks in the workspace, and uses that information to induce the norm that it should not pick up objects if they belong to someone.
Discussion
The system presented here is an initial foray into the complex challenges posed by norm learning in social environments. It addresses a subset of these problems by bringing together several distinct approaches to AI, demonstrating the utility of such integration. Firstly, it connects work in normative human-robot interaction to the literature on rule induction, showing how approaches inspired by traditional rule The robot is forbidden from picking up object 2 (owned by Xuan). Top right: After two more examples of owned and forbidden objects, the robot is allowed to pick up object 3 (unowned). Bottom: The system generalizes these examples into a norm that forbids picking up any owned objects. When asked to pick up object 4 (owned by Xuan), it denies the request in accordance with the learned norm.
learning can induce condition-sensitive norms in social environments. Secondly, by deploying real-time probabilistic rule learning and evaluation, it shows how explicit and interpretable representations of normative criteria can achieve and even facilitate the dynamism and flexibility required for social interaction. Thirdly, it shows how rule-based approaches can be effectively integrated with both probabilistic reasoning (ownership inference) and sub-symbolic machine learning (percept-based heuristics) in a principled manner. As such it opens possibilities for the combination of relational reasoning, probabilistic cognition, and deep learning that may be necessary for human-level social competence (Tenenbaum et al. 2011; Battaglia et al. 2018) .
However, many other norm-relevant capabilities remain unexplored. We note that the current system can only learn norms that apply to its own actions. Future representational extensions should allow for agent-general norms, norms with temporal semantics (e.g. borrowing), and higher-level normative concepts such as ownership rights and duties (McCarty 2002) . Another complexity is adjudicating between conflicting norms or goals, which might be addressed by integrating existing approaches to the problem (Kasenberg and Scheutz 2018b; Vasconcelos, Kollingbaum, and Norman 2009). To increase the system's scope beyond a basic set of actions, predicates and heuristics, the system could employ one-shot learning of actions and objects , multi-modal semantic grounding (Thomason et al. 2016) , and automatic feature selection (Abe 2010) . The sources of normative information could also be expanded, allowing for the inference of norms from how agents interact with objects and other agents in the environment. While some ethicists and legislators have argued that robots should own themselves (Turner 2019) , much work remains before robots can understand the very concept of ownership.
